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ABSTRACT

No Child Left Behind
and the

"Highly Qualified Teacher":
Perceptions of Teachers and Parents

Noel James Raph
June 7.2007

Action Research Proj ect

The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (I{CLB) was signed into law on January 8th,
2002. It appears that in an effon to comply with No Child Left Behind, my school
district displaced me from my former secondary teaching position, where I taught
students with autism, to an elementary, Emotionally/Behaviorally Disordered (E/BD)
position. As an educator and parent, I was not properly informed about the educational
act, so I took it upon myself to find out more. This paper will look into NCLB and ask
fellow cooperating teachers and parents of students in my program what they know about
NCLB. Using the qualitative research method, teachers and parents were asked to share
what they knew about NCLB and "the highly qualified teacher" through interviews and
sur/eys. These perceptions, explanations, and experiences will be documented and
analyzed throughout this action research paper.

IV

INTRODUCTION

The Creation of the Action Research Project
The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB), a federal law regarding

educational reform in the United States, was signed into law on January 8th, 2002. I now
believe this law had a very personal and somewhat unwanted role in my professional life.
The rules, regulations, incentives, and accountabilities of the act have led me to my
current teaching position. Currently, I teach in a suburban school that services students

from multiple school districts. I am part of an elementary Emotionally/Behaviorally
Disordered (E/BD) program. The program does not include students in a general
education classroom because the students are taught in a separate school building housing

only special education programs. It appears that in an effort to comply with No Child

Left Behind, my school district displaced me from my former secondary teaching
position, where I taught students with autism, to an elernentary E/BD teaching placement.
The previous teaching position I held was a secondary autism placement with
students in grades 8-12. I have numerous yearc of experience working with individuals

with autism. I also have my K- 12 (kindergarten through

l}n

grade)

E/BD and Specific

Learning Disabilities (SLD) licensures which makes me qualified to teach secondary
students with autism. I believe the school district transferred me to the elementary

position because I fall under the "highly qualified" teacher component of NCLB. Since I
have an undergraduate degree in elementary education and I have my E/BD and SLD

licensures, I hold all the necessary requirements for a teacher to be teaching in an
elementary, E/BD placement.

I

I understand that this change was not unjustified, and my skills were not
unappreciated. However, this was not a welcomed change in position for me. I enjoyed
my former position, and I was looking forward to building upon my previous year

of

teaching in that position. It appears No Child Left Behind may have forced the hand of
the school district, resulting in a change of teaching position for me.

Rationale

This professional change in my life made me pause and attempt to figure out,
explain, and understand the current educational system in which NCLB determines the
fate of classroom teachers and the success of students. Specifically, I began to examine
the reasons why I was moved to another program and not allowed to stay in my former

teaching placement. While looking for answers, I focused my energy and deterrnination
on my graduate studies in education, and finally this research paper. I thought I could

incorporate my professional change into my graduate work and present it in my thesis.

This paper will share the findings of my research regarding NCLB and the knowledge
base on which parents and teachers are informed about the federal education act.

In this research I asked teachers and parents to share what they knew about NCLB
and "the highly qualified teacher" through interviews and surveys.

I interviewed fellow

teachers in my elementary EBD program and I mailed out surveys to the parents of the
students in our progftrm. These perceptions, explanations, and experiences

documented and analyzed throughout this action research paper.
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Chapter I

BASICS OF NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND

Historical Backffound
When NCLB was enacted into law in 2002, the law was originally created and
drafted by President Bush and his administration. The law is meant to do exactly what
the title implies, leave "no child left behind" in the educational system on a national

scale. One of the deadlines set by the law to achieve this goal is the year 2014. By the
year 2014, every student that goes through a public educational setting is suppose to be at
or above grade level in reading and mathematics (U.S. Department, 2002). Within that
deadline, NCLB institutes rules governing graduation standards for students and teacher

qualifications regarding the area in which teachers teach. NCLB also contains
restructuring plans for schools and layoffs for teachers, in those schools that do not
comply with the federal standards relating to NCLB (U.S. Department, 2005).
Public Law

107

-l

10

(I{CLB) contains l0 titles (subdivisions) that

address

different pro$ams, requirements, and activities which encompass the federal educational
reform act. The law begins with the statement "To close the achievement gap with
accountability, flexibility, and choice, so that no child is left behind" (U.S. Department,

2002). Depending on how you view or print the document, NCLB is over 670 pages of
titles, parts, sections, subsections, pu{poses, and regulations.
The act details the individual programs and regulations required to achieve the
purpose of the law, "no child left behind". The 10 titles of Public Law 107-1 10 (2002).
include:

1. Title I - Improving the Academic Achievement of the

J

Disadvantaged

2. Title II - Preparing, Training, ffid Recruiting High Quality
Teachers and Principals

3. Title III - Language Instruction for Limited English Proficient

and

Immigrant Students

4. Title tV - 21't Century Schools,
5. Title V - Promoting Informed Parental Choice

and Innovative

Programs

6. Title VI - Flexibility and Accountability
7. Title VII - Indian, Native Hawaiian, ffid Alaska Native Education
8. Title VIII - Impact Aid Program

9. Title IX - General Provisions
10. Title X - Repeals, Redesignations, and Amendments to Other Statutes

The numerous sections contained within the l0 titles of the "No Child Left Behind Act

of

2001" provide the workings of the educational reform President Bush and the l07th
Congress put into action in the early days of 2002.

The sections and subsections of NCLB that this thesis focuses on are Titles II and

IX. However Title I - Section 1001 of Public Law 107-l 10 (2002) starts with

a statement

of purpose for NCLB that requires a mention in this thesis, the beginning of that
articulation reads:
The purpose of this title is to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and

significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a

4

minimum, proficiency on challenging State academic achievement standards and
state academic assessments. This purpose can be accomplished by

-

(1)

ensuring that high-quality academic assessments, accountability systems, teacher
preparation and training, curriculum, and instructional materials are aligned with

challenging State academic standards so that sfudents, teachers, parents, ffid
administrators can measure progress against common expectations for student
academic achievement.
The goal of NCLB, as stated by the previous outline, refers to "common expectations"
that are shared by teachers and parents alike.

Titles II and IX talk about teacher and principal training, as well as, the general
provisions of NCLB. Title II - Preparing, Training, ffid Recruiting High Quality Teachers
and Principals; begins with the statement:

The purpose of this part is to provide grants to State educational agencies, local
educational agencies, State agencies for higher education, and eligible
partnerships in order to

-

(I

) increase student academic aehievement through

strategies such as improving teacher and principal quality and increasing the

number of highly qualified teachers in the classroom and highly qualified

principals and assistant principals in schools (U.S. Department, 2002).
Throughout Title II, the law details incentives and strategies that could help school
districts acquire or qualifu teachers that are "highly qualified" in the areathat they teach.
The goal of obtaining or qualifuing "highly qualified" teachers is directly related to
achieving higher student success and improvement in school. That improvement is
determined by "all" students testing at or above grade level in reading and math by the

5

year 2014. Title IX - General Provisions provides Title II with the requirements of a

"highly qualif,red teacher".

Definition of "Hishly Oualified"
Under Title IX, section 9101, number 23,the term "highly qualified" is explained

in three sections - A, B, and

C.

Section A contains the main definition of a highly

qualified teacher, while Sections B and C elaborate more on brand new and existing
teachers and their qualifications as a highly qualified teacher. (See Appendix

A) I will

present Section A of the definition here to give you a glimpse of the law and it's

definition:

HIGHLY QUALIFIED.

-

The term "highly qualified"

-

(A) when used with respect to any public elementary school or secondary school
teacher teaching in a State, means that

-

(i) the teacher has obtained full State certification as a teacher (including
certification obtained through alternative routes to certification) or passed the
State teacher licensing examination, and holds a license to teach

in such State,

except that when used with respect to any teacher teaching in a public charter
school, the term means that the teacher meets the requirements set forth in the
State's public charter school law; and

(ii) the teacher

has not had certification or licensure requirements waived on

an emergency, temporary' or provisional basis (U.S. Department, 2002).

According to my school district and NCLB, I was considered a highly qualified teacher to
teach in my

position. I hold an undergraduate degree in elementary education, and

6

licensures in EBD and SLD for grades

K-l2. Title IX would

teacher to teach in an elementary, EBD program.

7

deem me

ahighly qualified

Chapter

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Research Literature

This chapter includes a review of literature discussing NCLB and the "highly
qualified teacher" component of Public Law 107-1 10. The reviews included in this
chapter are from a variety of sources and contributors. The sources range from well

written texts and manuals to journals and web-related sources. The contributors to this
action research literature review are varied as well. They include the federal government,
professors, researchers, educators, and professional writers. The review of literafure that

will

be presented here

has been effective or

will mostly contain interpretations of the law and views on how it

ineffective. A small amount of literature will look at the views and

opinions of the law and how much the public knows about Public Law 107-l10.

Government Interpretation of the Law

In 1965 the federal government acknowledged that the public school systems
around the country needed help. The federal government decided to help the
underachieving and less fortunate students and school districts with federal funds and a
new course of action. This cowse of action was defined within the passage of a new
federal act known as the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965.
The free online resourse dictionary Wikipedia (2A07) explains the federal
education act as:
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) is a United States federal
statute enacted

April I 1, I 965. The Act is an extensive

I

statute which funds

primary and secondary education. As mandated in the Act, the funds are
authorized for educators' professional development, instructional materials,
resources to support educational programs, and parental involvement promotion.

The Act was originally authorized through 1970, however the government has
reauthorized the Act every five years since its enactment.
The ESEA contains several "titles" within the law, as does NLCB, and "Title

I"

creates

programs for school districts that have less fortunate and low-income students. These
funds are supposed to be used to help those students achieve grade level performance and

skills.
The state of Wisconsin and their Department of Public lnstruction (2007) explain

ESEA and NCLB as:
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) was first enacted in 1965.

This act's foundational principle of providing educational opportunities to our
most disadvantaged youth has remained strong. The No Child Left Behind Act

of

2001 (NCLB), a major reform of the ESEA, was passed by congress and signed

into law on January 8,2002. NCLB redefines the federal role in K-12 education
and

will help

close the achievement gap between disadvantaged and minorify

students and their peers.

NCLB encompasses numerous programs across ten titles,

totaling approximately $22 billion annually.
ESEA was the first major federal education act that was written to help disadvantaged
students in the public school system.
has been rewritten once again to
States

NCLB is the latest updated version of ESEA and

try and help those less fortunate youth in the United

public school systems.
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The U.S Department of Education (200a) gives this statement, contained within a

toolkit for teachers, regarding NCLB:
With passage of No Child Left Behind, Congress reauthoized the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act

of 1965 (ESEA)

-

the principal federal law affecting

education from kindergarten through high school. In amending E,SEA, the new

law represents a sweeping overhaul of federal efforts to support elementary and
secondary education in the United States.

It is built on four corrmon-sense

pillars: research, expanded parental options, and expanded local control and

flexibility (p.

1).

The toolkit referenced above also details where improvement is needed, the increased
resources for schools, and provisions on teacher qualifications. The U.S Department

of

Education (200a) says that NCLB "calls for states, districts, and schools to be
accountable for dollars spent on education. NCLB creates a culture of accountability,

requiring schools to reassess what they are doing to raise achievement of all students and
support teaching and learning" G. 6).
The "dollars" spent on education that the U.S. Department of Education and the

toolkit are referring to, does not include Special Education monies, local, or state funding
sources for the public school system. The majority of funds available and accountable

for NCLB are linked to Title

I. According

to the Public Schools of North Carolina:

Title I is a federal entitlement progriun, or non-competitive formula fund,
allocated on the basis of student enrollment and census poverty and other data.
The U.S. Department of Education distributes these funds to State Education
Agencies (SEAs) that in turn, distribute the f,rnds to Local Education Agencies

r0

(LEAs) or school districts (North Carolina,2A07).

Title I funds began with the passage of ESEA in 1965, and have been incorporated into
the accountability sections of

NCLB. Drasgow, Lowery, ffid Yell (2005) explain that

"states and school districts provide approximately 90% of the funding, and the federal
govemment contrihutes the remaining l0o/o* (p. 130). That statement controls NCLB's
oversight to 10% of the total funds spent on education across the United States.

Perspectives of. Professors^ Researchers" and Writers

William Howell,

a professor at Harvard

University in the Department of

Government, writes his perspective about NCLB in the Peabody Journal of Education.

Howell (2006) explains:
With this 2002 act, the federal government entered the accountability business,
mandating that standardized tests be administered to every child in Grades 3 to 8
and that states develop academic proficiency standards to determine whether

public schools are making "adequate yearly progress" (AYP) toward achieving
them (p. 141).

Howell (2006) also gave this remark, "NCLB undoubtedly raises the profile and stakes of
standardized testing, just as

it interjects the federal government into public education like

never before" (p. 141). Howell wrote those words in an article detailing parent's
knowledge about NCLB in the state of Massachusetts.
Drasgow, Lowery, and
describe

NCLB

Yell

(2005), three professors from South Carolina,

as "a complex, sweeping, and controversial law that was passed as a

reaction to the low academic achievement exhibited by so many public school students in

ll
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the United States" (p. 130). The three professors of education from South Carolina

continue to explain NCLB dramatically by saying "NCLB increased federal mandates
and requirements on states, school districts, and public schools. In fact, NCLB represents

the most significant expansion of the federal govemment into education in U.S. history"
(Drasgow, Lowery, and Yell , 2005, p. 130).
Drasgow, Lowery, ffid Yell (2005) also detail that NCLB has three main
requirements that a special education teacher must have to be highly qualified under

NCLB. A teacher must hold a bachelor's degree. A teacher

full

also needs to obtain a

state certification in the area of special education in which they teach. Lastly, a teacher
needs to show they are competent in all the core academic areas that they teach by
passing a state-administered test of subject knowledge and teaching

skill.

These

requirements are met through each state's High Objective Uniform State Standard

of

Evaluation (HOUSSE) plan (p. 136).
While most states have followed a similar path as referred to by Drasgow,
Lowery, and Yell, some states have interpreted their HOUSSE plan a little differently.
The state of Minnesota's HOUSSE plan says that a teacher does not have to take a stateadministered test to prove competency in a subject area or

skill. Minnesota's plan gives

teachers the option to show competence through experience, college coursework, and/or

professional development as indicators of a highly qualified teacher.
Emma Smith (2005), a research fellow from York University, states that NCLB
has been one of the most important pieces of educational legislation in the last four
decades and that

"Public Law 107-l l0 links high stakes testing with strict accountability

measures designed to ensure that, at least in schools that receive govemment funding, no

t2

child left behind" (p. 507). Smith (2005) continues to explain how the law is suppose to
help the most disadvantaged students from minority backgrounds and economically
challenged homes. The law is designed to be equitable and help those students in school
that have not done so well in the past.

Smith (2005) also adds that all schools receiving Title I funding need to create
and implement standards for student improvement. These standards need detailed plans
and explanations on how they are going to be accomplished and monitored. The due date

for minimum proficiency levels (the end result of the student improvement plans) is the
year 2014.
Barbara Mantel (2005), a journalistic award winning writer, looks at NCLB and
explains the law after three years of implementation as:
Controversial legislation that mandates "highly qualified" teachers in every
classroom and hold schools that accept federal funds accountable for raising the
achievement of all students, particularly those with disabilities, those from lowincome families and racial and ethnic minorities and those with limited English

proficiency (p. 469).
Mantel (2005) continues to detail NCLB and the regulations towards schools when she
writes, "schools that don't meet state benchmarks two years in a row are labeled 'in need
of improvement' and suffer sanctions" (p. 469).

Proponents of NCLB
The U.S. Department of Education proclaims that NCLB is working. According
to the U.S. Department of Education (2006), " the state-by-state Nation's Report Card

l3

results, released in October 2005, showed improved achievement in the earlier grades in

whichNCLB is focused" (p. 1). The U.S. Department of Education (2006) continued to
reveal that "43 states and the District of Columbia either improved academically or held
steady in all categories (fourth and eighth grade reading and fourth and eighth grade

math)" (p.

l).

This overview information was taken from the ED.gov website and is part

of the document

ooNo

Child Left Behind Act Is Working".

Mantel (2005) analyzes NCLB and gives some insight into the effectiveness of
the law when she says:

As the law's requirements take hold, the debate about it's fairness and efficacy
has been escalating. Besides the debate over funding, critics argue that the law is

too rigid and that too many schools
need to improve

- even good schools - are being told they

(p. 474).

Mantel (2005) also added that the "Council of the Great City School, a coalition of 65 of
the nation's largest urban school systems, reported that while math and reading scores in

urban schools remain lower than national averages, they are rising and achievement gaps
are

narrowing" fu. a75). Mantel continues to explain various issues regarding NCLB in

her article and emphasizes the fact that the lack funding seems to be a common factor
regarding the ineffectiveness the law.

Opponents of NCLB

Curtis Rose (2006), an assistant executive director for the Pennsylvania School
Boards Association, writes on behalf of the American School Board Journal (ASBJ), that

'Just 2 percent-believe No Child Left Behind will meet its goal of raising all students to

t4

proficiency by 2014 without major changes in the law or its regulations" (p. 14). That
data was collected from a survey that ASBJ completed from

it's subscribers. ASBJ was

founded in 1891 and has over 40"000 school board members and school administrators as
subscribers.
Rose (2005) continues to explain the doubt around

NCLB

as he quotes Pamela

Kyllingstad, a participant in the survey as saying:
Some of these children just need more time to learn, but that isn't within the law's
parameters, she continued.

My school of fewer than 1,000 children has a 17

percent special education population. At least l0 percent of those children are
severely handicapped

-

doesn't make it invalid

l0 percent, not I percent. Ignoring psychometric data

-

it means our expectations are uffealistic (p. l4).

Pamela, a Minnesota school district superintendent, continues by adding "this law is

about what we want versus what is possible" (p. 14).

Mike Rose (2006), a writer for the American Teacher, explains some of the
results from an annual report on NCLB as he quotes Jack Jennings,"at current levels,

NCLB funding is inadequate and getting worse. In the long run it is counterproductive to
keep ratcheting up expectations on schools without offering sources they need to succeed.

It will undercut support for the law" (p. 15). Jack Jennings is the president and CEO of
the Center on Education Policy (CEP). CEP releases an annual report on NCLB and the
2006 report is titled 'oFrom the Capital to the Classroom". The CEP report is comprised

of survey data from education officials in 50 states. The report represents 299 school
districts around the nation.

l5

Mike Rose (2006) continues to summanze the CEP report and detail the negative
impact of NCLB as he writes:
One third of districts reported they had reduced instructional time in social studies

to make more time for language arts and math, the areas that NCLB focuses on in
determining which schools succeed or fail under adequate yearly progress (AYP).

Twenty-nine percent of districts reported that science instructional time had been

trimmed

artd 22 percent said

an and music had been cut back. And the report

suggests that this narrowing of instructional time is even more pronounced

in

urban districts (p. l5).

Mike Rose (2005) completes his article by saying "the report also stresses that NCLB's
emphasis on sanctions tied to subgroups, rather than constructive interventions, has put

urban schools directly in the crosshairs of sanctions" (p. l5).

NCLB Knowledse

A major poll was taken in 2003 by the PHI DELTA KAPPA International group
that publishes the Phi Delta Kappan, a professional journal of education since 1915. The

galluppoll wasthe

35th annual

poll of PHI DELTA KAPPA's Public Attitudes Toward

the Public Schools. The 35th annual gallup poll focused on NCLB. Alec M. Gallup
(2003), co-chairman of the Gallup Organization, and Lowell C. Rose, executive director
emeritus of Phi Delta Kappa International, wrote the article pertaining to the survey's

results. The poll was conducted over the phone and across the United States randomly,

with 1,011 adults participating.

t6

Gallup and Rose (2003) believed the data revealed seven major conclusions with
the second one stating:
The public sees itself as uninformed on the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act,

with 69% saying they lack the information needed to say whether their impression
of the act is favorable or unfavorable. Forty percent say they know very little
about the NCLB, with an additional 36% saying they know nothing at all about
the

act. Somewhat surprisingly, public school parents consider themselves just

as

uninformed as others (p. 42).
Gallup and Rose (2003) explained with fumher detail thatS4Yo of public school parents
did not know anything about NCLB and only 44% of public school parents knew very

little about the law.
Another survey was conducted in 2003 and William Howell (2006) writes about
that survey in the article Switching Schools? A Closer Look at Parents' Initial Interest -

In and Knowledge About the Choice Provisions of No Child Lert Behind. The survey was
given to 1,000 public school parents, over the phone, in the Massachusetts area. The
survey participants were in 10 of the largest school districts in the state of Massachusetts.

Howell (2006) explains, "among those surveyed,Tlya profess to have heard of the act"
(p. 145). Within the conclusions of Howell's (2006) article, he clarifies the 70%
recognition of the act and how it was truly portrayed by parents when he wrote:
Only one of every four parents with children in underperforming Massachusetts
public schools successfully identified the school's status and hence the most basic
information required to take advantage of NCLB's choice and supplemental
services provisions. Whether the onus of blame lies with the parents or schools,

t7

information

-

at least in 2003, when this study's survey was conducted

-

simply

is not getting to those individuals who most need it (pp. 172-173).
The overall findings of the article emphasize the need to better inform the parents
connected with NCLB and underperforming schools.
For over 12 years, one of the leading organizations informing parents and teachers
about education has been the Public Education Network (PEN). The PEN uses mrmerous
tools to provide the public with information about education including, but not limited to:
press releases to the media; e-mailing newsletters, creating annual reports about

educations; creating retreats for educators; hosting forums and symposiums about
educational laws and reform; creating and releases videos on various topics. The PEN
(2006) website describes itself as:

A national association of local education funds (LEFs) and individuals working to
advance public school reform in low-income communities across our country.

PEN believes an active, vocal constituency is the key to ensuring that every child,

in every community, benefits from a quality public education. PEN and its
members are building public demand and mobilizing resources for quality public

education on behalf of I

I million children in more that 1"600 school districts in

33 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico.
PEN believes that every parent and educator should be involved in the process to improve
a school's educational policies and practices. In recent years, PEN has focused on

NCLB

and has given every effort to help explain the federal act to parents and teachers alike.

Most recently, the PEN website has released an article explaining how the public can
develop their own NCLB community hearing.
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This concludes the review of literature for this action research paper. I have
presented various views, opinions,

ffid interpretations

about NCLB in this chapter. The

sources for this review of literature include scholars, researchers, professional journal

writers and the federal government. These sources have provided a base of knowledge
and interpretation about NCLB that can help provide reference for this action research

paper. The methodology used in this project will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter

III

METHODOLOGY

Research Questions

While reflecting and researching about my teaching displacement, I came upon
the idea that the federal NCLB act had a direct impact, or at least an influence, on my
displacement from my original position to my elementary placement. This encouraged
me to find out more about

NCLB and what other people knew or thought about it. I

incorporated my frustration, curiosity, ffid lack of understanding into my graduate
studies, and the formation of my final action research project.

In using action research, I intended to explore what parents and teachers knew
about NCLB and more specifically, what the "highly qualified teacher" requirement

entailed. Geoffrey E. Mills (2003) describes action research as "any systematic inquiry
conducted by teacher researchers, principals, school counselors, or other stakeholders in
the teachiny'learning environment to gather information about how their particular
schools operate, how they teach, and how well their students learn" (p. 5). Action
research lets the researcher/writerlhumanitarian discover their own world and become the
change they would like to see or be a part

of.

Peter Reason and Hilary Bradbury (2001)

explain "action research is not only a research that describes how humans and
organizations behave in the outside world but also a change mechanism that helps human
and organizations reflect on and change their own systems" (as cited on Wikipedia.org,
2007).

I planned on reflecting and changing my own system by gathering information
from teachers and parents in two different forms. I decided on gathering my action
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research data from parent completed surveys and teacher interviews, with fellow peers in

my school program. I wanted the teacher interviews to be less formal and more of a give
and take befweento individuals. Steven Taylor and Robert Bogdan (1984) describe such
an interview as "the in-depth interview" when they explain "the in-depth interview is

modeled after a conversation between equals, rather than a formal question-and-answer
exchange" (p.77). I chose a similar interviewing technique, non-directive interviewing,

which showcased the rapport building and natural atmosphere feeling as Taylor and
Bogdan described. At that point, I needed to narrow my focus and create an action
research question(s) that would guide my final project.

The action research question(s) seemed simple, something about "highly qualified
teacher", but creating the specific wording and logistics was more challenging. After
going through several drafts of the question(s) and countless hours of reflecting, I created
the interview question to ask teacher interviewees and parent surveys to mail. The
question I finally decided to employ toward teachers and the parent surveys was: "What
do you know about No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and a highly qualified teacher?" The

surveys (See Appendix B) mailed out to parents contained more questions, but held

similar meaning to the title of the project and the interview question posed to teachers.
The interview question I poised to teachers was somewhat simple, but was created

to be precise and provoke additional questions and data. My interview question and
process was selected with the idea of making the interviewee comfortable. I wanted the

interviewee to feel like he/she could release as much information and data they could or
wanted to with me. The interviewing structure I decided was best suited for this situation
is called non-directive interviewing (Cohen & Manion, 1994). The technique starts with
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one question and lets the interviewee direct the session. The interviewer then

sunmarizes each response from the interviewee and then asks a follow-up question from
the information gathered by the last question. The interviewer can then ask a more

probing question or redirect the interview with a question pertaining to one of the data
streams started by the interviewee. This technique can help facilitate the interviewing
process and produce more detailed data. This technique also seemed to lend itself to a

more relaxed atmosphere and a conversation-type interview that would lead to more
valuable data.

Research Participants

In total, I interviewed six teachers from our elementary, setting IV, EBD program.
Four of the teachers were still currently with the program and two teachers have moved
on to other positions since their

interview. The teacher interviews ranged from fifteen

minutes to forty-eight minutes in length and took place in the same building as our

program. The first teacher interview was recorded a little less than one month after I
received approval to start my action research project. The other interviews happened
sometime later in the project timeline for a variety of reasons, mainly a lack of time for
teachers during their school day. Fortunately, I had the opportunity to conduct these

interviews during the summer school program when the teachers had a liule more time.
The creation of the parent surveys held the same notion of "comfortable" and the
hope of "more information gathering". The surveys were meant to be noninvasive and

friendly to the parent. The surveys contained nine questions on a single two-sided piece
of paper. I did not want to intimidate any possible survey parents with a long multi-
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paged form to

fill-out. The surveys asked parents questions regarding NCLB and what

they believed made a good teacher.
The surveys were mailed to 30 parents of students in my elementary program.

Unfortunately, only four of 30 of the parent surveys were returned. I sent 26 surveys to
the parents that did not previously respond, a month later, with no reply from any of the

parents. The four surveys I received varied from length of response and preciseness of

details. Most of the parents belong to one parent households and may not have the time.
Some parents may also struggle with making time to schedule tasks when their family is

large or living with multiple families in the same house. These are a few possible
explanations on why I only received four parent surveys.

Action Research Interpretation and Analvsis
The method in which I am interpreting the interviewing data is contained within
"grounded theory". Grounded theory is based within sociology and qualitative research

in general. Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (1967) described theory from data

as:

We believe that the discovery of theory from data-which we call grounded

theory-is

a

major task confronting sociology today, for, as we shall try to show,

such a theory fits empirical situations, and is understandable to sociologists and

layman alike. Most important, it works-provides us the relevant predications,
explanations, interpretations and applications (p" l).
Grounded theory provides the researcher an avenue to process the data and construct
meaning from the information that a layman can understand. Grounded theory worked

well into my'ocomfortable" and "relaxed" approach to this action research project. I
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wanted the participants of this project and the final product, this thesis, to be open, free

conflict, and easy to understand. Grounded theory presented itself

as an easy

of

following

option to use as a method of interpreting my interviewing data.
One of the first things I did with my data was group the information into

reocculring themes. Similar data was categorized into meaningful streams of

information. This process is called coding. Coding the data into like groups of
information helps the writer form themes and similarities among the data streams.
Coding information into reoccurring themes is part of the discovery of theory that is
embedded into qualitative research. The coding of themes and similarities helps the

writer ground the information in the data. This in turn helps guide the writer with the
structure of the paper and the eventual meaning of the information gathered through
action research.

Qualitative research seeks meaning from data and then tries to apply an
appropriate course of action in response. Grounded theory helps explain coding and

qualitative research while being understandable to the public in general. The method of
grounded theory gives the qualitative researcher a valid process in which to present their
data and conclusions.
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Chapter IV

FINDINGS

Themes

The research findings of this project produced three main themes among parents
and teachers. The main theme that surfaced from this data was the tract regarding lack

of

knowledge., Parents and teachers alike had liule or no knowledge about NCLB and the

highly qualified teacher. The second theme of teacher experience glared throughout the
written and verbal responses given by the participants. Teachers and parents, almost
unanimously, thought that a teacher should have classroom experience in order to be an

effective and "highly qualified" teacher. Lastly, teacher relationships and student
interactions were the third theme presented in these findings. Once again, teachers and
parents seemed united in the thought that teachers needed to have the ability to create

meaningful relationships with their students. Teachers would then use that positive
rapport in the classroom and guide the sfudent to success.

"I have not heard about this":

of Knowledse about NCLB

The first theme pertaining to lack of knowledge in regard to NCLB was somewhat

unexpected. I had originally thought most people would know a liule about NCLB and
the federal act reforming education, but I realized that was false. A parent sums up that

point quite well when they wrote, "I have not heard about this." A teacher similarly
makes that point when they responded by saying,

it."

"I

have not been formally introduced to

Being exposed to this reality makes you wonder why such an important law is not

understood or even talked about formally or informally.
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Another parent response in a survey indicated that his or her knowledge of NCLB
was summed by the quote,

"All I know

is that this education law says that no child should

be left back in school to repeat a grade."

I started to think that

some, maybe most,

parents do not know a lot about the federal law regarding education. That sentiment was
echoed by another parent who answered survey questions eight and nine with the words,

"I have not heard

about

this." And still yet another parent answered question

9 by saying,

"I have not heard anything about this."
The data collected from the teacher interviews mirrored the responses from the
parent surveys, the teachers in the project knew very little about NCLB. Cathy, one
the first teachers interviewed said.

"l don't know that much about

of

No Child Left Behind."

Cathy continued her response to the main question:
She was

told she was highly qualified because she was teaching in an elementary

EIBD classroom. Since she held an undergraduate degree in Elementary
Education and also held an E/BD licensure, she is highly qualified to teach in her
current position.

During this response, Cathy seemed uneasy and unsure about her answer. Her response
was slow, low in tone, and

filled with uneasy body movements. It was

as though she

felt

uncomfortable giving an answer. This may have been that she felt uncomfonable
because she was not sure she was qualified under NCLB, only told by an administrator

that she was.

Emily, another fellow EBD teacher, started the year with our program but then
transferred to another program, provided a similar response to Cathy:

I have not heard a lot about it, because currently I am not licensed. But I
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understand that when

I'm

done with my special education license, I

will

be

highly

qualified to teach elementary special ed., not secondary special ed. But that's

kind of all I know right now for highly qualified teachers really.
In her case, as with Cathy, Emily's response to the question was labored. It took her a
long time to respond, probably because she was not sure what to say since she did not

know much about NCLB.

Emily further explained her stance on NCLB when I asked her if she thought her
current school district had given her enough information about NCLB to teach in her

classroom. Emily proclaimed, 'oNo. I haven't heard anything about it from anybody

here. I felt a little in the dark. I also kind of feel like I'm not going to worry about it
until they bring it up to me." Emily's response seems to show that she does not know
anything about NCLB either from her personal experience or her professional
background.

A third teaching peer, Connor, was the only male teacher I interviewed. Connor's
response to the main question, "What do you know about No Child Left Behind (NCLB)
and a highly qualified teacher?" was interesting. Connor explained:

I think it was set up to try to include everybody. It's kind of based on outcome
based education. Where you have to get to a certain point, this is back in like the

early 90's, late 80's. Where you know to get to one point, you have to progress to
that point. So everybody is going to have to learn to a certain degree or you don't
go

on. That's the theory, that every kid is going to get equal opportunity

and

going to make it, in order to leave school. In theory it sounds wonderful. But it's

just not going to happen. And I think they are realizingthat.
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Some parts of Connor's response relate to

NCLB and the requirements of the law, but

they also related to 'ooutcome-based education" in which Connor referred

to. I believe

Connor referenced past experience and knowledge about "outcome-based education"
because his response to the main question seemed forced and

difficult to comprehend

until he referenced his past knowledge.
After conversing a liule more with Connor about educational bureaucracy, I
directed Connor toward the highly qualified teacher component of NCLB. Connor said,

"So a highly qualified teacher, I think, is somebody that not only knows their subject
matter, but has enough experience prior to actually working in a classroom through
student teaching.

It's how the teacher gets the kids interested enough." It

seems Connor

knew a little about qualified teachers, but not enough to say he was competent in the
subject matter.
One of the teachers that left the program, Faith, did give a partial explanation

of

NCLB in general, but her interpretation of "the highly qualified teacher" was more
personal in nature rather than technically stated. Faith gave this response in regards to a

"highly qualified teacher"

:

For me I think a highly qualified teacher is one who needs to care about their job

first of all, they need to care about the kids. I think what they need to do is fund
us and give us enough money here to teach and get the supplies for what they

want us to teach. Whatever they want us to teach, whatever they are demanding
we teach, they need to give us those supplies. And the time to do it, also the
paperwork, you know NCLB, we have to be caught up in due process. They don't
give us enough time for that. They have to give us more support in the areas they
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think a-re important. I would rather be out there interacting with the kids, I think
that's what makes a highly qualified teacher. One who understands the disability
in the kid and will teach towards that disability.
Faith's explanation of a highly qualified teacher makes sense, but it does not match the

definition contained within the federal act of NCLB.
More than a majority of the teachers and parents interviewed or surveyed detailed

little or no knowledge about NCLB and "the highly qualified teacher" component. The
findings show that neither parents nor teachers have a clear picture of the federal law and
the "highly qualified teacher" measurement.

"As much experience

as

possible": More experienced teaching

When I asked teachers and parents about qualifications of teachers, a second
theme emerged. Teachers and parents alike said that experience should be part of the
requirements of a teacher. The second theme of teacher experience seems logical. Most
people could bring up a topic of discussion and suggest experience as a way of improving
or establishing a creditable foundation. So it's not surprising to hear parents and teachers
suggesting that teachers should have experience to teach in a classroom. That thought is
echoed by the landmark federal education reform law

NCLB. NCLB

takes into account

experience as a possible indicator of a highly qualified teacher.
One of the parents from the surveys thought a special education teacher should
have "as much experience as possible" to be a special education teacher. He or she

believes that "experience is the key to education.
"education, first of

" Another parent similarly said,

all." Lastly, a third parent said a special education teacher should
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"have experience with special education in a class setting

- student teaching in special

education."
The parents seemed united in the fact that they thought experience in a teacher
was essential to be an effective an#or qualified classroom teacher.

All of the teacher

interviewees agreed with those parents and gave their own interpretation of a "good
teacher" or an "effective teacher". When I asked Cathy the follo*ing question, "What do
you believe is a highly qualified teacher?", she responded by saying, "I think I would go
more by experience, particularly with people who are just coming out of college, who
have very little background experience." Cathy's response favors an experienced teacher

rather than a recent college graduate.

As I interviewed another teacher, Emily, she gave a list of requirements she
thought a qualified teacher should have. Emily explained, 'oto be highly qualified I think

you should have experienced teaching; more knowledge about different curriculum and
progftrms; knowledge about different disabilities; and maybe more close supervision and

critique by an administrator." Emily's list contains the qualities of education, knowledge
about different disabilities and curriculum, teaching techniques and strategies, and
experienced teaching as components of a highly qualified teacher. Emily, as with Cathy,
thought experience was an important part of a qualified teacher.
The next teacher I talked to about teacher qualifications was Connor. He gave a

similar response as the teachers before, but he added a little different take on

it.

When

asked what qualifications a teacher should have in order to teach:

Well I think it comes with experience. And yet I think knowledge of whatever
they are teaching is paramount. And how to handle the kids for behavior
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interventions or what not. I think more time should be spent in student teaching,
to get them prepped. Spend a whole year student teaching, maybe at half pay.
This quote continues the theme of "teacher experience", perhaps graduating from college

with more experience and getting paid to do some sort of internship, as Connor suggests.
When I interviewed Faith for this project her interview was the second shortest
out of the six that I did with teachers. Although her interview was brief (less than 20
minutes) her answerc were precise and very emotionally charged. You knew she had
strong feelings (mostly negative) about NCLB. Her response about teacher qualifications
was no

different. Faith's thoughts about teacher experience corresponded with her fellow

peers, with a little more detail:

I think experience counts for more than

a piece

of paper or the education. So I

would say at least 5 years of experience in your field, to be a highly qualified
teacher. I would say student teaching and/or just experience like a
paraprofessional, if a paraprofessional turned teacher, you know, has had several
years of experience as a paraprofessional, I think that's enough."

With Faith's emotionally charged statement about teacher experience, she concurs with
her fellow teachers and believes experience is a vital part of a teacher.

Lastly, Taylor and Julie both agreed that teachers should have experience to be

highly qualified and be able to teach in the classroom. Taylor said, "experience is the
best of

all." Julie explained,

o'you

know experience has to be part of it, and proven results

have to be part of it, and education has to be part of

it."

In all, everyone of the six

teachers interviewed said experience should be part of the requirements for a good
teacher or a "highly qualified teacher" as

NCLB classifies them.
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Within the federal act of NCLB, an outline detailing how each state can deem
teacher as "highly qualified" is explained.

NCLB gives the states

a

a

little leeway on how

they can construct their plan to qualiff teachers as "highly qualified". Each state's

blueprint to being classified as a "highly qualified" teacher is called it's HOUSSE plan.
The state's HOUSSE plan can include teaching experience as one of the indicators of a
teacher being classified as a "highly qualified" teacher. The state of Minnesota includes
teacher experience as one of the major indicators of a "highly qualified" teacher in

it's

HOUSSE plan, as provided hy the NCLB federal act.

"Beemnathetic...

in their students. and trustworthv":

relationships

Teacher relationships and student interactions framed the third and final theme.

This theme was easy to decipher and understand since teachers work with their students
on

adaily basis. Usually, during the course of

a school

ylffi, students

spend more time at

school interacting with each other and their teacher more than any other family member.
So

it's not surprising that parents and teachers felt relationships were vital to a teacher's

success in the classroom.

One parent's response summed up what kind of relationship and student

interactions skills a teacher should have when they said, "be empathetic, able to lead,
caring, kind, believe in their students, and trustworthy." That same parent continued to
say that "a teacher should have an appropriate education and feel comfortable in their

classroom, so the students feel at ease and able to learn." This parent seemed to feel that
a special education teacher knows, or should know, how to show patience and help a

student calm down when needed. This parent also recognized that a special education
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teacher modifies a student's day when needed, even on a moments notice to help him or
her be successful throughout the school

day. It was extremely gratifuing,

as a special

education teacher, to read a parent's input in regard to what a special education teachers
does and needs to know, to be able to help a student with a disability be successful.

The teachers provided more data about teacher/student relationships and

interactions. Connor and Julie set the framework for the theme of teacher and student
relationships.
Connor explains a special education teacher as a motivator and builder of trust
and cooperation when he says:
So a

highly qualified teacher, I think, is somebody that not only knows their

subject matter, but has enough experience prior to actually working in a
classroom through student teaching. A special education teacher should be able

to build a good rapport with his or her students. It's how the teacher gets the kids
interested enough.

As Connor lays the foundation for a relationship building special education teacher, Julie
provides more information about teacher and student interactions.
Julie expands, strengthens, and completes the importance of teacher/student
relationships when she writes:

I think that when you're in the classroom and you are in there, you are realizing
that it's more than just the academics. You really have to develop a relationship

with the students. And there's many factors that come to play that are not
necessarily taught at school or emphasized. Pa-rt of it is the poverty and the social
impact - basic needs. There's a different kind of language that's even spoken

with the students in this area. Parenting, there's different parenting with the E/BD
parents. I think with these sfudents, a lot of them don't have anyone, that they
have known of, that has a degree or that has succeeded with education. I think

that you really have to develop a relationship with the students and that's key.
Because

if you don't, you are dead in the water! You know if you don't have

that relationship, they are not going to listen to you.

Both Connor and Julie provide the realization that teacher/student relationships are
crucial

! Their quotes provide a strong case for the third theme of this paper. Parents and

teachers alike agreed that relationships and rapport are very important abilities in the

classroom. These abilities are crucial for teachers to develop into useful teaching tools.

Inferences of the Findings
The inferences to these findings are fairly clear and easily understood. Data
demonstrates that the parents and teachers participating in this project have very

little

knowledge about No Child Left Behind. Parents and teachers think experience is a vital
component of a teacher's portfolio of skills. And finally I can conclude that the teachers
and parents participating in this research project believe that developing and maintaining

good relationships and rapport with students is an integral part of a successful classroom
environrnent.
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Chapter V

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIOITIS

Ir{e LB.Enlightenment

No Child Left Behind (I-JCLB), the reauthorization and renaming of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), was signed into law in 2002.
The federal law provides a framework for public schools to raise standards and student

achievement. The federal govemment believes that too many less fortunate children are
being left behind without an adequate education. The updated federal educational law

of

NCLB hopes to level the playing field for low income students and children that are not
performing at grade level. The law provides federal dollars, regulations, and
accountahility to schools. The components of NCLB have been seen as useful and
productive by some. With others proclaiming that NCLB is under funded and impossible
to achieve.

I chose to study NCLB and it's implications because I believed it had

a direct

impact on my professional career. I was displaced from my former teaching position and
relocated into a teaching placement that precisely fit my qualifications. This move was
not welcomed and at the time I was not fully informed on why I was displaced. I did not
understand why

I could not stay in my previous placement

and was asked to move into a

new position. When I looked into the possible reasons why I was moved into a new

position, I found some links to NCLB and the qualification of a "highly qualified

teacher." This rcalization led me to believe that. at least in some form. NCLB dictated
my change in position. Knowing so little about NCLB myself, I wanted to find out more
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ahout

NCLB. This thought led to my action

research project and the process of finding

out what other people knew about the federal law and it's impact on them.
One of the first issues that this study raises is the need for parents and teachers to

know more about NCLB. NCLB is a federal act that directly impacts parents and
teachers alike (especially schools receiving Title I money). The law mandates

requirements of an individual in order to teach a certain subject or grade level. That
teacher

will in-turn then directly irnpacts aparent's child when they

are teaching in the

classroom with the prescribed curriculum by their district. Common sense tells me that
teachers and parents should know, and want to know, what qualifications are needed to
teach the students in their class.

If

parents and teachers are not informed on this subject,

how can they be sure that their child/student is being taught by a qualified teacher? I
believe parents and teachers need to informed about NCLB so they can make an educated
decision about their child's/student's education.

I do however empathize with parents who do not know a lot about NCLB. As
both a parent and a special teacher, I know how precious time can be. I realize that

taking the time to read a federal law about education is not tops on most people's list of

priorities. I even have trouble making time to read

a current best selling novel or viewing

the latest Oscar buzzed movie in theaters. People are busy in these fast paced times, and
things get lost in the

mix. I know NCLB is an important law regarding educational

reform, but unless the law clearly affects a person's daily life an#or ordinary weekly
activities, it's not going to appear on most people's radar. Teachers and parents need to
understand that NCLB does affect them (especially schools receiving Title I money) and

they need to take the time to become informed.
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I can also understand why some special education teachers do not have a lot of
knowledge about NCLB. In addition to teaching and preparing lessons, special education
teachers are responsible for numerous duties and forms associated with Individual

Education Plans (IEP's). These duties can overwhelm a teacher on a daily basis. With
these duties and responsibilities imposing a large burden upon special education teachers,

it is easy to

see the

lack of time needed to read about and understand NCLB. With that

being said, time has to be made to fully understand the law. A special education teacher
needs to understand all the laws applicable to them, as

well as, their students. After all, it

could result in a teacher losing their job, or even worse, criminal action taken against
them.

More education should be provided to teachers and parents about NCLB. The
federal act should contain money to inform teachers and parents about the law and hold
school district administrations accountable for distributing that information. Teachers
should be required to attend more in-services about NCLB so they can inform their
parents about the changes in the federal education laws pertaining to their children.
Parents should be given the opportunity to attend information sessions (maybe a town

meeting) about NCLB and be able to ask educational professionals about any educational
laws they may encounter.

Teacher Savoir Faire

Being a teacher and parent myself, I agree with fellow teachers and parents in
regards to experience in the classroom. Teachers should have experience in teaching

before they enter the classroom as a probationary teacher. I believe changes may be in
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order for our education institutions. I think teachers should go through more extensive
teaching practices in everyday classrooms, and that some sort of teacher internship could
be a solution, or possibly a peer mentoring teacher position while working alongside a

highly qualified, veteran teacher. I truly believe we need to look at these types of ideas
more extensively. We should study these possibilities and hopefully implement some
sort of extensive teaching experience model.
States should change the qualifications and regulations colleges implement

regarding teacher certification prograrns. Teachers should have more teaching
experience required within their degree. The extra teaching experience would provide
the newly licensed teachers with more of a "teaching" background and the ability to

handle a classroom of students effectively. Currently, most teachers receive only their
undergraduate degree, with limited experience in the classroom, and that can truly create
problems for a first year teacher.

Classroom Harmonv
Parents and teachers agree that student relationships, rapport,

ffid interactions in

the classroom are important. These three student and teacher elements are vital in any
classroom, especially a special education classroom. I have figured out that being a
successful special education teacher hinges on relationships. Good rapport with students
is necessary to facilitate the learning process in regards to academics or sociaVemotional

growth. When that trust and connection is built with

a student, teachers can move

forward with them and be able to teach them some of the skills they will need in order to
be successful in the classroom and the community at large. I believe Julie best described
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experience as being vital when she said,

"I think that you really

have to develop a

relationship with the students . . . and that's key. Because if you don't, you are dead in
the

water!" Relationships in the classroom

else is

built. When you

are key and the basis on which everything

have the trust and understanding of a student, learning can

cofirmence. Without trust and understanding, it's an uphill battle everyday that student

walks in the door.
Teaching colleges should require classes that focus on relationships and rapport

building. First yeil teachers need to have a solid foundation in order to teach a classroom
of students and rapport is a big part of that. A graduating teacher needs more than just
the academics of teaching, they need the personal insight and strategies of which a

relationship based class could instruct.
Parents need that same relationship building information.

A school district or

coflrmunity based program should implement a seminar or workshop that parents could
attend and learn these new

skills. Many parents want to do well and hope that their child

succeeds, but they lack the skills to achieve

that. Teaching parents the relationships skills

they need to communicate their needs and wants will help not only them, but their child
as well.

Teachers and parents alike need to know rnore about

NCLB. Without

the

communication and relationships skills needed to obtain this knowledge, that need is
unobtainable. With added classes for new teachers and community outreach programs
for parents, maybe the gaps of communication san be bridged.
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Chapter

VI

INTROSPECTION

Self-reflection
This action research project, also known as "a master thesis", has taken me on a
journey that I have endured much longer than I had originally thought. The journey has
not been in vein, rather mixed with blessings and insight. I have changed in many facets

of my life during the span in which I first started this adventure until the culmination of
this project and subsequent paper. These changes have enriched my life both personally
and professionally. Even though this trek has taken a longer than anticipated path,

I have

become a guru of the NCLB discourse.

It's almost been three years since I started this graduate thesis process. During
that time I have moved once; had two children start elementary school; changed teaching

jobs three times; and gained or lost four pets. While all of some of that might seem
significant or trivial to most, it seemed like a lifetime to me. This project was long in the
making and trying to me, my wife and kids, ffid my extended family. With that being
said, I would not change much about

it, if anything, because it makes me who I am today.

I am thankful for the knowledge and experience I gained from doing this paper and rnore
appreciative of the entire "thesis paper-writing" process as a whole.
Besides gaining knowledge about NCLB, action research,

ffid some

understanding of my program and parents, I learned some things about myself and my

family. I now know I can persevere and finish a project of this magnitude. Of
was only able to do this

course

I

withthe help of my family and friends, which I love and admire.

They were always there to lend any kind of support and give encouragement when it was
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needed. Within that encouragement, I truly discovered the determination of my wife and
the well deserved admiration I know I have for

her.

She recently went through this

process in the past and effortlessly completed the same tasks I am now writing about with
ease and undue

burden. Her skills as a student, mother, and wife are unprecedented in

my opinion. The lessons I have learned about myself and my family are the most
important and impact my personal and professional life the most.
The newly gained knowledge about my program (fellow peers and parents) and
the federal act of NCLB

will guide my professional teaching

career for many years to

come. I now have a deeper understanding of my work environment and the people I
work with on a daily basis. This new acknowledgement will benefit my daily
communication between staff and parents I work with. These findings and conclusions
have shown me that communication and relationships are very important and usually vital

to a special teacher in a public school system.

I am not sure how, or how much, I impacted the research project itself, but I am
sure I

did. I can say with a certainty that I directed all of the teachers in the interviewing

process. With that being said, the interviewing technique I used lent itself towards that

end. That is one of the reasons why I chose that avenue of questioning. So I am sure I
interjected some personal bias into the framing of the follow-up questions in the teacher

interviews. In my opinion, that does not make the data retrieved and displayed in this
action research paper any less valid or important.

I hope to continue my studies regarding NCLB and the future of the educational
evaluation and accountability evolution. With a renewed understanding and vigor
towards education and the empoweffnent of peers and parents that I work with, I want to
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help change the public school system for the better. I think we need to change the status
quo and make considerable changes for our younger generations. The educational system
that we live and work in today is immensely flawed. In my opinion, NCLB is not the
cure all, but a vessel that has shown that changes need to be made. Those changes need

to be widespread and held accountable to all facets of the educational system, including
the federal government.

Personal Insiqht

This thesis has really made me look at the entire U.S. educational system. I
believe the entire educational system should be examined and possibly changed. The
requirements of new teachers are too lenient and out dated. Our public school systems
are failing and unable to handle the current student population. We need to radically
change the way we do public education and fund the new process

entirely. We need to

incorporate the corlmunity on a wide scale and ask local businesses to help facilitate

change. We need to look at foreign countries and see how they have managed change
and instituted new learning strategies for their student populations. These thoughts

of

granger, regarding the U.S. educational system, will probably never be discussed in
length, but they still hold truth to me and have been slightly spotlighted during this action
research project.

Lastly, I think this action research project has implicated my mind and job by
reminding me of what is important in my teaching position and education in general. I
should be informed of all the laws regarding my position and profession. I realize that
relationships are essential in teaching and a vital part in education. I guess it's always
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good to be reminded of what's important and make sure you're on top of your profession.

Action Research in Action
With this new information I am going to try and inform my students' families
about NCLB and other federal laws that are important to them. I am going to create a

pamphlet, with the information I have collected in this action research project, and send it
home with my students. I am also going to contact the federal goveffrment and ask them

for any parent information that I could forward to my students' parents regarding NCLB
and any other federal education law that affects my students' families.

First, I am going to create and deliver an in-service to my fellow teachers about

NCLB. I am going to invite a state and federal NCLB representative to speak about

the

federal act and answer any questions teachers may have. I will hand out the pamphlets I
created for the parents to the teachers as

well. I believe this information will

be

extremely beneficial and help align people to the same language and understanding of the
federal education law.

I am also interested in talking with my undergraduate and graduate schools
regarding teaching experience. I want to ask them what they think about adding more
teaching experience to their programs and how they felt it would impact their students'

learning. Do they think more classroom experience during a degree completion program
would be useful and/or possible? With teacher experience being a strong theme
presented in this project, I believe more teaching experience is vital to a successful
classroorn teacher.
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Lastly, I am going to keep track of NCLB and see how it unfolds when it comes
before the branches of the federal government to be reauthorized during the 2007

legislative session. Will the law stay the same with a democratically controlled house
and senate, or

will it change dramatically? Could the law be replaced or eliminated

entirely? These are some of the questions I will ask and see unfold in the near future.
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Appendix A

HIGHLY QUALIFIED.

-

The term "highly qualified"

-

(A) when used with respect to any public elementary school or secondary school
teacher teaching in a State, means that

-

(i) the teacher has obtained full State certification as a teacher (including
certification obtained through alternative routes to certification) or passed the
State teacher licensing examination, and holds a license to teach

in such State,

except that when used with respect to any teacher teaching in a public charter

school, the term means that the teacher meets the requirements set forth in the
State's public charter school law; and

(ii) the teacher

has not had certification or licensure requirements waived on

an emergency, temporary, or provisional basis;

(B) when used with respect to

-

(i) an elementary school teacher who is new to the profession, means that the
teacher

-

(D holds at least a bachelor's degree; and (ID has demonstrated, by

passing a rigorous State test, subject knowledge and teaching skills in reading,

writing, mathematics, and other areas of the basic elementary school curriculum
(which may consist of passing a State-required certification or licensing test or
tests

in

reading, writing, mathematics, and other areas of the basic elementary

school curriculum); or

(ii)

a

middle or secondary school teacher who is new to the profession, means that

the teacher holds at least a bachelor's degree and has demonstrated a high level
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of

competency in each of the academic subjects in which the teacher teaches by

(fl

-

passing a rigorous State academic subject test in each of the academic subjects

in which the teacher teaches (which may consist of a passing level of performance
on a State-required certification or licensing test or tests in each of the academic
subjects in which the teacher teaches); or

(II) srccessful completion, in each of

the academic subjects in which the teacher teaches, of an academic major, a
graduate degree, coursework equivalent to an undergraduate academic major, or
advanced certification or credentialing; and

(C) when used with respect to an elementary, middle, or secondary school teacher
who is not new to the profession, means that the teacher holds at least a bachelor's
degree and

-

(i) has met the applicable standard in clause (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (B),
which includes an option for a test; or

(ii)

demonstrates competence in all the academic subjects in which the teacher

teaches based on a high objective uniform State standard of evaluation that

-

(I)

is set by the State for both grade appropriate academic subject matter
knowledge and teaching skills; (II) is aligned with challenging State academic
content and student academic achievement standards and developed in
consultation with core content specialists, teachers, principals, and school

administrators; (III) provides objective, coherent information about the teacher's
attainment of core content knowledge in the academic subjects in which a
teacher teaches; (IV) is applied uniformly to all teachers in the same academic
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subject and the same grade level throughout the State; (Zl takes into
consideration, but not be based primarily on, the time the teacher has been
teaching in the academic subject; (VD is made available to the public upon
request; ard

(VIl

may involve multiple, objective measures of teacher

competency.
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Appendix B

What Makes a Good Teacher?
Survey
Thank you for taking the time to complete the following survey.
Instructions: Please answer the questions with as much detail as possible.

1. What qualifications do you believe

2.

a special education teacher should have?

What are the similarities between special education and regular education?

3. What are the differences

between special education and regular education?

4. How much education should a special education teacher have? Why?

5. How much experience should a special education

teacher have? Why?

6. What do special education teachers do in the classroom that is beneficial for your
child?

7

. What could special education teachers do better in the classroom?

8.

Explain what you know, or have heard of, the federal education law
Left Behind (NCLB).

9.

Explain what you know, or have heard of, the "highly qualified teacher"
component of NCLB.
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